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Introduction 
2014 marked the seventh consecutive year of AIM, LLC operations on Upper Saranac Lake.  It was also 

year three of a three year contract between USLF and AIM.  This report will review pertinent data from 

this and previous years and will discuss the results of the work to date.   

Methods 
2014 was the third consecutive year of a contract between AIM and USLF.  The previous two years 

involved the use of a three person dive team for 20 consecutive weeks during the growing season (late 

May – October).  In 2014, thanks to a cold Spring and cold Fall the window of good growing season 

shrank and due to low levels of Eurasian milfoil only 15 of the 20 weeks of contracted work time were 

used. 

The overall strategy of constant presence throughout the growing season has proven very effective even 

with a small individual crew.  The success has also been secured by the work of Guy Middleton as Lake 

Manager.  He is a constant presence on the water searching for and marking milfoil growth and making 

the work of the dive crew more harvest oriented rather than surveillance oriented.  In other words he 

makes us more efficient and cost effective. 

As in previous years our crew operated based on the following priorities: 

1. Buoys dropped by Guy Middleton 

2. Problem areas known to produce persistent re-growth 

3. Areas with potential for growth 

As in the past, our divers started work before the milfoil was tall enough or healthy enough to be 

spotted from the surface.  We invested this early time in the key areas known to be problematic 

throughout the year (Little Square Bay, Buck Island, etc).  Once Guy had good surface spotting 

conditions we responded to his buoys first before resuming our usual harvests of the known problem 

areas.  Our crew leaders were supplied reports on previous harvest work so they knew what areas 

needed attention and in what priority throughout the work season. 



Data 
Figure 1: Eurasian milfoil bag harvest totals by week from 2011-2014 on Upper Saranac Lake 

 

2014 was a record setting year for lowest milfoil harvest total (16.5 bags) and lowest diver hours spent 

(1,200).  Weekly bag totals, as seen in Figure 1, were consistently lower than any previous year with the 

exception of week four and week 13.  All in all this indicates a solid decline in Eurasian milfoil presence 

and persistence in 2014. 

Figure 2: Total pounds of Eurasian milfoil harvested by year on Upper Saranac Lake (2004 to 2014) 

 

Up until this past season 2006 was the record lowest milfoil harvest total.  2014 yielded 411 pounds, or 

89 pounds less than the record low.   
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Figure 3: Pounds of Eurasian milfoil harvested versus diver hours worked on Upper Saranac Lake in 2006 and 2014 

 

It is important to note that the record low was achieved with a fraction of the diver hours used to set 

the first record in 2006.  2014 involved nearly 1/9th the diver hours used in 2006. 

Figure 4: Pounds of Eurasian milfoil harvested versus diver hours worked from 2004 to 2014 on Upper Saranac Lake 

 

This graph is in each annual report.  In 2013 it was noted that the milfoil harvest total in pounds had 

finally dropped below the diver hours.  In 2014, that trend continued despite a reduction in diver hours.  
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New Findings 
The main news from 2014 was the increased presence of Variable-leaf milfoil in Fish Creek Pond and its 

appearance in Fish Creek Bay.  The locations are shown on the maps for those two area (Maps 9 & 10).  

The divers found and removed plants several times over the course of the summer.  The majority by far 

were in Fish Creek Pond.  Variable-leaf milfoil has proven very receptive to hand harvesting 

management.  These areas will be of particular focus for the dive team in 2015 however the plant totals 

should be significantly less.  Regular surface surveys of the connecting channel between the two areas 

should be a priority. 

The North Basin yielded regular Eurasian milfoil growth over a fairly wide area as well as some sporadic 

growth on a shoal in the Northwest corner (Map 3).  Guy and the AIM team responded by completing 

frequent surface surveys of the North Basin when conditions permitted.  They also used the depth 

sounder on Guy’s boat to buoy mark the shoal in the Northwest corner for a dive team swim over. 

Recommendations 
2014 was the final of a three year contract between AIM and the USLF.  This contract specified 20 week 

work seasons which have proven to be successful each year.  Four years of operations with a small crew 

managing the entire lake have shown a continual decline in Eurasian milfoil harvest totals.  It is clear 

that this is the best long term strategy for maintaining the lake. 

Thanks to a cold year with a shorter growing season 2014 only required 15 work weeks rather than the 

allotted 20.  Each year the growing season varies and AIM has learned to keep the work schedule 

flexible.  An unusually cold spring can necessitate a delay in the start of operations and a cold and early 

fall can justify an early end.  In 2014 this was the case.  Future seasons will be different and a real 

concern would be the occurrence of a long, warm growing season.  While pleasant for humans it would 

be beneficial to Eurasian milfoil.   

As of the start of the 2015 work season milfoil is at its all-time lowest levels on Upper Saranac Lake since 

management efforts first began.  AIM has recommended a reduction in work weeks scheduled from 20 

to 16.  The key word is “scheduled”.  It would be wise for USLF to maintain an emergency fund to 

finance additional dive work in the event of a new invasive emergence or a long, warm growing season.    

It is critical that Guy Middleton’s efforts as Lake Manager remain a part of the equation.  AIM can 

confidently reduce dive time knowing that Guy is monitoring the lake and is aware of the areas to focus 

on.   

 

  



Thanks 
AIM would like to thank the Upper Saranac Lake Foundation for hiring us in 2008.  Without your efforts 

in 2004 we would never have worked in milfoil removal, never founded a business and would not be 

able to help your lake today. 

Also we would like to thank Guy Middleton for being a huge help to our dive crews throughout the 

spring, summer and fall.  He keeps us informed and on track and finds milfoil in places few would think 

to look. 

In addition, many thanks to Dan Kelting and the Adirondack Watershed Institute for the advice, 

knowledge and information over the many years of this project. 

 

Maps 
The maps that follow are compiled from the GPS data collected by AIM dive teams from 2011 to 2014.  

The points are colored by year with the light yellow dots representing 2011 and red indicating 2014.  The 

red points are overlaid on top of all previous year’s locations so the change in milfoil spread in specific 

areas can be noted.  



Map 1: Eurasian milfoil harvest points from 2011 to 2014 on Upper Saranac Lake 

  



Map 2: Eurasian milfoil harvest points from 2011 to 2014 on Upper Saranac Lake, North end Back Bay to Green Island 

 
  



Map 3: Eurasian milfoil harvest points from 2011 to 2014 on Upper Saranac Lake, North Basin 

 
  



Map 4: Eurasian milfoil harvest points from 2011 to 2014 on Upper Saranac Lake, Little Square Bay 

 
  



Map 5: Eurasian milfoil harvest points from 2011 to 2014 on Upper Saranac Lake, Square Bay 

 
  



Map 6: Eurasian milfoil harvest points from 2011 to 2014 on Upper Saranac Lake, Bottleneck Bay 

 
  



Map 7: Eurasian milfoil harvest points from 2011 to 2014 on Upper Saranac Lake, Buck Island 

 
  



Map 8: Eurasian milfoil harvest points from 2011 to 2014 on Upper Saranac Lake, Saginaw Bay 

 
  



Map 9: Eurasian milfoil harvest points from 2011 to 2014 on Upper Saranac Lake, Fish Creek Bay 

 
  



Map 10: Eurasian milfoil harvest points from 2011 to 2014 on Upper Saranac Lake, Fish Creek Pond 

 
  



Map 11: Eurasian milfoil harvest points from 2011 to 2014 on Upper Saranac Lake, Pork Bay 

 
  



Map 12: Eurasian milfoil harvest points from 2011 to 2014 on Upper Saranac Lake, Gilpin Bay 

 
  



Map 13: Eurasian milfoil harvest points from 2011 to 2014 on Upper Saranac Lake, Eagle Island 

 
  



Map 14: Eurasian milfoil harvest points from 2011 to 2014 on Upper Saranac Lake, North Gull Bay and East Narrows 

 
  



Map 15: Eurasian milfoil harvest points from 2011 to 2014 on Upper Saranac Lake, Pelky and Bungalow Bays 

 
  



Map 16: Eurasian milfoil harvest points from 2011 to 2014 on Upper Saranac Lake, South Gull and Bartlett Carry Bays 

 
  



Map 17: Eurasian milfoil harvest points from 2011 to 2014 on Upper Saranac Lake, Doctors and Birch Islands 

 
  



Map 18: Eurasian milfoil harvest points from 2011 to 2014 on Upper Saranac Lake, Deer Island 

 
  



Map 19: Eurasian milfoil harvest points from 2011 to 2014 on Upper Saranac Lake, Camp Wenona Bay 

 
  



Map 20: Eurasian milfoil harvest points from 2011 to 2014 on Upper Saranac Lake, South Basin, Coreys and Chapel Islands 

 

 


